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Dicsoft MKV Video Converter  is both Audio/video Converter support several types of video
compression and video codec. Also it can backup and transfer your MKV files to DVD and
enjoy watching them on any home DVD player. Extreme fast conversion speed and friendly
user interface.

Dicsoft MKV Video Converter is popular video conversion utility. It supports MKV
conversion between a wide variety of different file formats such as AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX,
MP4, H.264/AVC, AVCHD, MKV, RM, MOV, XviD, 3GP.

This version brings further functional and interface enhancements, while preserving the
straightforward interface design which makes this program so easy and fun to use.You can
preview the source video and edited video and cut any segment of the Video into
MKV(Matroska Video) video clips by specifying the beginning and end time of the conversion

AVI to MKV converter, MOV to MKV converter, convert MKV to AVI, MP4
Convert any videos like WMV, DivX, H.264/AVC, XviD, MOV to MKV.
Convert any audios like MP3, WAV, WMA, AAC, M4A to MKA

Key Features

Convert MKV between Almost Any Formats:

Support almost all video format, like AVI, MPEG, WMV, DivX, MOV, RM, VCD, 3GP, MP4,
H.264 AVC, PS3, MPEG-4, etc

Convert within Minimum Time

Converting with high quality and fast speed (up to 600%)

Easy to use

It is powerful and easy-to-use interface, everybody can quickly master it.

Support Preview

You can preview the source video and edited video.

Easy and powerful video and audio editing functions (Split, Trim, Crop)

Cut any segment of the Video into MKV(Matroska Video) video clips by specifying the
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beginning and end time of the conversion

 Extract audio from MKV files

Save audio streams as audio files, save single frames as images.

Support picture screenshot. Capture and save them as jpeg or bmp format.

Support automatically shutting down your PC after conversion. Then you won't have
to stand by the computer until the program finishes converting video to iPhone.

Support batch conversion in a task list and let you convert multiple video files at a
time.

System Requirements

Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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